The security landscape continues to grow in complexity. The increased sophistication in attacks, tools introduced, and staff shortages make it challenging to achieve security outcomes despite increasing budgets.

Security leaders need a cost-effective technology that detects intrusions, malware, and other malicious activity in their networks. They need access to the latest threat research and analytics to be able to separate the real threats from the noise. And they require access to security experts who work 24/7 to continually monitor environments for threats, and take action when they arise.

Alert Logic provides managed detection and response capabilities to stretched IT teams who need to protect their organizations against security breaches. Alert Logic brings together an unique combination of award-winning SaaS security platform, continuous threat research and analytics, and round-the-clock security experts so IT teams can extend their capabilities without the overhead.

THE ALERT LOGIC DIFFERENCE

- Fifteen years of expertise integrating leading threat detection with people and process
- SaaS Platform with 100x tested scale
- Trusted by over 4000 organizations globally
- Support for cloud, On-Premises, Hybrid, Hosted
- Expert services staffed 24/7
- Resilient Security Operations Centers (SOC's) spread across multiple continents

“Knowing that Alert Logic is constantly monitoring the security of our systems gives me peace of mind... I could never employ enough people to provide this kind of service, and I can’t put a price on that.”
- Geoff Forsyth, CISO, PCI PAL
KEY BENEFITS

**Threat & Response Expertise:** Alert Logic’s team of experts crowdsource and analyze malicious activity to protect customers from the latest emerging threats.

**24/7 Expert Monitoring:** Alert Logic’s follow-the-sun 24/7 coverage model provides experienced security analysts who call you within 15 minutes with any high and critical incident.

**Risk Awareness:** Alert Logic helps our customers understand their threat risk at any point in time and know whether it is increasing or decreasing, and how to prioritize efforts to reduce overall threat risk as quickly and cost effectively as possible.

**Asset Visibility:** Alert Logic gives customers visibility across all environments, workloads, and devices with one solution.

**Cloud and Hybrid Security:** Alert Logic gives customers visibility and the ability to secure workloads and resources in cloud, on-premises and hybrid environments leveraging a common security model.

**Future Proofing:** Alert Logic provides broad attack surface coverage from endpoints to server to cloud-based workloads with a risk-based approach that is flexible as a customer’s environment changes.

**Compliance Readiness:** Alert Logic gives customers reports and expert guidance to help streamlines compliance efforts and make audit preparation easier.

THE ALERT LOGIC SERVICE OFFERINGS

Alert Logic offers comprehensive security coverage in easily consumable packages that can grow and change as your organization does. The Alert Logic service consists of three options that can be layered to best meet the security needs of your organization:

**Alert Logic Professional:** For high risk assets, Professional delivers 24/7 threat detection and incident management, vulnerability scanning, asset visibility, and extended endpoint protection

**Alert Logic Essentials:** For the remaining assets and client systems, Essentials delivers vulnerability scanning and asset visibility with extended endpoint protection

**Alert Logic Enterprise:** When advanced response is required, Enterprise delivers 24/7 proactive detection including a named security analyst and/or a managed web-application firewall

“Because we have one place to go now, where we can quickly look up the details of the threat or potential threat, it saves us a lot of time. Alert Logic gives us peace of mind.”

-Vineet Gulati, CEO

LET ALERT LOGIC HELP YOU ACHIEVE PEACE OF MIND.